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To aid who i may congev. 
Be it known that , Eptyr. W. TrAge, 8, 

citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the city and county of San Francisco, 
State of California, have invented E. Shew 
and useful Apparatus for Wending Mer 
chandise, of which the following is a spec 
ification. 
My invention relates to an improved ap 

8 paratus and 8 rangement for displaying 
mechandise contained in fixtures which per 
Imit self-serving. 
An object of the invention is to provide 

an apparatus of the character described in 
its which the fixtures containing the merchan 

dise are so arranged that as the customer 
proceeds along the aisle in front of the fix 
tures, a maximum amount of the different 
merchandise will be clearly displayed be 

2 fore him. 
Another object is to arrange the fixtures 

so that a maximum amount of goods may be 
displit on a given floor space. 

further object is to provide an appa 
25 ratus in which fixtures of the above men 
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tioned type are arranged on opposite sides 
of the aisle in a nanner to permit of 2, 
uniform width of the latter. 
The invention possesses other objects and 

features of advantage, some of which, with 
the foregoing, will be set forth in the follow 
ing description of the preferred form of my 
invention which is illustrated in the draw 
ings accompanying and forming part of 
the specification. It is to be understood. 
that I do not limit myself to the showing 
made by the said drawings and description, 
as I may adopt variations of the preferred 
form within the scope of my invention as 
set forth in the claims, 

Referring to said drawings: ' '. . 
Figure 1 is a plan view of the interior 

of a store equipped with the appal:itus of 
invention. 

Figure 2 is a side. elevation of some of 
the fixtures or nerchandise heiders which 
are arranged to be located on the opposite 
sides of the centrally located fixtures. 

Figure 3 is a side elevation of the central 
36 fixtures. 

The apparatus of my invention is partigu 
larly adapted for use in connection with 
stores of the self-serving type, that is, where 

s APARAfrus FOR Yna. 

'the customei' is given access to the 

S8, 

exits 8 and 9. The fixture 22 is formed a? 2. 
plurality of cabinets 2 and 28 which facs 
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as 
chandise in the store, and is permitted to 
serve himself. As here illustrated he stage 
is provided with a sales department or $23 
tion 4 and suitable private storing sections 
and passages 8 and 7 respectively. 
vided at its front end with sa enience 5 
and exits 8 and 9, all of which are provided 
with turning stiles 12 which revolve in one 
direction only. Preferably positioned st 
the opposite sides of the departinent 4 are 
fixtures 3 and 4 comprising as here showa 
a plurality of cabinets 16 which contain the 
merchandise offered for sale, each cabinet, 
being open at the front and provided with 
suitabie shelving 17 for the support and 
display of the merchandise. The cabinets. 
are preferably arranged edge to edge and in 
angular relation so that a series of alcoves 
18 are formed thereby, the cabinets in each 
alcove being disposed in planes perpendicu 
lar to lines emanating from a common point. 
In this manner as the customer proceeds 
along the aisle -19 or 20 in front of the fix 
tures and enters the area adjacent an alcove, 
substantially the entire merchandise dis 
played in the cabinets in said alcove will be 
exposed to him at a singie giance, thereby not, 
only enabiling the customer to do his buying 
expeditiously, bit to bring to his attention 
articles which he was in need of but othe 
wise would have overlooked. It will fur 
ther be noted that the foregoing arrange 
ment of cabinets permits of the display of 
a maximum amount of merchandise as well 
as maximum aisle room on, a given area of 
floor space. : 

Between the aisles 19 and 20 is a cezara 
fixture 22 whose rear end 23 is spaced from 
the cabinets 24 at the corresponding end 25 
of the salesroom so that a continuous pas 

is had between the entrance 5 to the 

the aisles. 19, and 20 respectively, and are ar 
ranged similar to the cabinets 6 so as to 
form alcoves 29 and 30. By referring to 
Figure 1 of the drawings it will be seen the 
the alcoves of the center fixture are disposed 
in staggered relation with respect to the ci 
coves of the adjacent side ixities thus pro 
viding a unifornia width of aisle of passégs 

N- o S. he sales department 4 is preferably pro-. 
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between the opposing fixtures; furtheimere 
the edges 31 of the alcoves of the center 
fixture and the edges 32 of the side fixtures 
are spaced transversely across the aisle a 
distance sufficient to allow the customer to 
pass through the aisles in a straight line if 
he desires. 
The cabinets comprising the side fixtures 

13 and 14 are made as high as practical, 
whereas the cabinets of the center fixture 
are preferably of a height not exceeding the 
horizontal line of vision of the average cus 
tomer. In this manner the operator at the 
cashier's station 33, as well as the customers 
in the store, will have a more or less full 
view of the entire sales department. 
For the convenience of the patrons the 

top of each cabinet is preferably provided 
with a sign 34 which indicates the general 
nature of the merchandise contained on the 
shelves of the cabinet. 

claim: 
1. An apparatus for vending merchandise, 

comprising a plurality of merchandise dis 
play cabinets adapted for self-serving and 
arranged on opposite sides of an aisle, the 
cabinets on one side of the aisle being ar 
ranged to face the cabinets on the other side, 
and the cabinets on both sides of the aisle 
being arranged to form alcoves, the alcove 
on one side of the aisle being arranged in 
staggered relation to the alcove on the other 
side. 

2. An apparatus for vending merchandise, 
comprising a plurality of merchandise dis 
play cabinets adapted for self-serving and 
arranged on opposite sides of an aisle, the 
cabinets on each side of the aisle being ar 
ranged to form a series of alcoves, the al 
coves of one series being arranged in stag 
gered relation to the other. 

1,510,485. 

3. An apparatus for vending merchandise, 
comprising a plurality of merchandise dis 
play cabinets adapted for self-serving and 
arranged to form a series of alcoves on op 
posite sides of an aisle in staggered rela 
tion, the cabinets in each alcove being posi 
tioned to lie in planes substantially perpen 
dicular to lines emanating from a common 
point. 

4. In self-serving store the combination 
with a lobby provided with entrance and 
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exit gates and checkers' stands, of shelves 
On opposite sides of the store in rear of the 
checkers' stands and arranged in zig-zag 
fashion from front to rear of the store along 
the sides thereof and enclosing an open space 
forming a salesroom, the shelves being so 
arranged that they are presented to view of 
the checkers and a greater length of shelf 
room is provided. 

5. A self-serving store having at the front 
a lobby provided with entrance and exit 
gates, checkers' stands adjacent the gates, 
and, shelves on opposite sides of the store 
running in zig-zag fashion from front to 
rear thereof along the sides thereof and en 
closing a salesroom, said shelves having stor 
age spaces between them and the side walls 
of the store, and means giving access to said 
storage spaces from the salesroom. 

6. A self-serving store having an entrance 
lobby controlled by gates and an exit passage 
controlled by a gate, checkers' stands in the 
front part of the store, and shelves arranged 
along the side walls of the store in zig-zag 
fashion and having all portions thereof in 
full view of the checkers' stands. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand at Oakland, this 7th day of July, 
92. 

EDWINW. TRAPP. 
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